128	ALL ABOUT THE BABY
Early Days at Home. When he first comes home from the
hospital, at the end of about two weeks, there is another period
of adjustment, but this is more of the family than of the baby.
Baby's spells of lung exercise at first are just as likely to occur
at night as during the day, and for that reason are a bit trying;
but the extreme quiet of this dark part of the twenty-four hours
soon influences him to fall in line in a cooperative way. There
is little difficulty about his training to regular habits if his daily
routine is held to with unvarying regularity. If he is on the
proper program and not fussed with too much, his occasional
crying spells will not need to be any source of anxiety to anyone,
and should be taken as a matter of course. There is really noth-
ing to be done about it, anyway. Picking him up simply diverts
him for the time, and in no way lessens the sum total of his cry-
ing. It is important to know that he is normal and properly
cared for and fed, then his occasional noisiness need cause little
concern.
For the first month or six weeks there is no special deviation
from the feeding-basket-bath-feeding-basket plan. Baby is kept
dry, clean, warm, and quiet. His only activities are his crying
and purposeless muscular movements. Jf he laughs, do not be
deceived into thinking he is extra bright—simply reflex action,
that's all; and if he looks cross-eyed, don't be anxious—just
another evidence of normal muscular instability,
Weight. An important index to his condition is his weight*
And if baby doesn't gain in weight, everybody begins to worry;
and well they should, for if he doesn't gain properly, something
is wrong, and no time must be lost in setting this something
right in order that he may get the start that he needs to safe-
guard him against trouble in the following weeks. The only
thing that can keep him from gaining is an insufficient food
supply. So we must pay some attention to the source of this
supply. For baby's sake, mother must not be neglected even
though baby has arrived safely and is in the pink of condition.
Mother's diet is important as well as baby's, for upon what
mother eats must baby depend for his nourishment, We shall
learn more about this in our next chapter.

